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Synchronizing the Motion of a Quadrocopter to Music
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Abstract— This paper presents a quadrocopter flying in
rhythm to music. The quadrocopter performs a periodic sideto-side motion in time to a musical beat. Underlying controllers
are designed that stabilize the vehicle and produce a swinging
motion. Synchronization is then achieved by using concepts
from phase-locked loops. A phase comparator combined with
a correction algorithm eliminate the phase error between the
music reference and the actual quadrocopter motion.
Experimental results show fast and effective synchronization
that is robust to sudden changes in the reference amplitude and
frequency. Changes in frequency and amplitude are tracked
precisely when adding an additional feedforward component,
based on an experimentally determined look-up table.

I. INTRODUCTION
Controls for the synchronization of movement are indispensable in any robotics application where high performance,
precision, and agility are required. Involving a coordination
in time between two or more systems or events, controls for
synchronized behavior fall into two broad categories: algorithms focused on coordinating internal signals (for example,
from multiple dynamic subsystems), and algorithms focused
on coordinating with external inputs (from other bodies or
the environment).
Driven by the need to control the movement of complex
industrial robots, early synchronized control algorithms dealt
with coordinating internal signals from multiple dynamic
subsystems. Examples include multi-axis machine tools [1],
[2], parallel manipulators [3], and multi-robot assembling
machines [4]. More recently, motion synchronization has led,
for example, to the development of algorithms for spacecraft
formation flying [5] and is used in mobile robots to reduce
the velocity errors between driving wheels [6].
Control algorithms for synchronizing robots with external inputs have been largely developed within the field
of humanoid robotics, where researchers aim for a lively
interaction between robots and their environment. Examples
of motion synchronization with external inputs have thus far
dealt mostly with easily repeatable motion primitives like
steps or up-and-down arm movements, including robots that
step and sing along to music [7]–[10] or drum in tempo with
an exogenous signal [11]–[13]. Periodic inputs and rhythmic
robot movements are often featured in these applications
for their simplicity, repetitiveness, aesthetic pleasure, and
entertainment value.
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Fig. 1.

The desired side-to-side motion.

The objective of this paper is to synchronize the motion
of a quadrocopter to music. The vehicle’s nonlinear and
unstable dynamics present significant challenges in motion
synchronization. Stabilizing control is required just to keep
the vehicle in the air, and modeling errors, motor saturation, and communication delays have noticeable effects on
the quadrocopter dynamics. An appropriate synchronization
algorithm is indispensable to time precisely the response of
the vehicle with the music reference. Note that this is not the
case in most other approaches dealing with synchronizing
rhythmic movement. In digital animation the motion of a
character is not affected by mass inertia or system delay,
but is directly dictated by the developer, eliminating the
need for a synchronization algorithm. Examples of virtual
dancing characters are found in [14], [15]. Other papers
on dancing robots, as summarized in [16], do not focus
on synchronization either, since they deal with systems that
are better understood, less sensitive to disturbances, and,
generally, easier to manage. The Keepon Robot [17] and
Ms DanceR [18], which dance with humans, are two such
examples.
In this paper, a simple motion primitive is chosen for
studying the feasibility of our idea. The quadrocopter undergoes a planar side-to-side motion as depicted in Fig.
1, where at beat times the vehicle reaches the outermost
points of the trajectory, either on the left or right. In a
preliminary step, the music is pre-processed and the beat
times obtained are transformed into a periodic signal which
is used as a reference trajectory for the quadrocopter. Fig.
2 shows the overall control system. Synchronized rhythmic
behavior is achieved if the music reference signal and the
actual quadrocopter motion are in phase, cf. Fig. 3.
The general idea is borrowed from phase-locked loops
(PLL). A phase-locked loop acts on the frequency of a
controlled oscillator and matches its output to a periodic
reference signal both in frequency and phase. PLLs are
widely used in radio, telecommunications, computers, and
many other electronic applications, cf. [19], [20]. Inspired by
this concept, underlying controllers are designed that turn the
unstable quadrocopter dynamics into an oscillating system
behavior. A phase comparator detects the phase error between desired reference trajectory and quadrocopter motion.
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Fig. 2. The overall control system transforming music into an appropriate
quadrocopter motion.

(1)

with ωd = π/T . Fig. 3 illustrates the beat-motion relation.
Beats occur at the peaks of the trajectory, i.e. two times per
period. As an example, if the music tempo is 120 beats per
minute, the desired frequency of the oscillating trajectory is
ωd = 2π rad/s. The altitude of the quadrocopter is stabilized
at a given height zd .
B. Quadrocopter Model

II. SYSTEM REPRESENTATION
This section introduces the desired quadrocopter motion
as extracted from the music and presents a two-dimensional
model of the quadrocopter that is used for the controller
design.
A. Periodic Motion
The goal of this work is to show a quadrocopter flying
in rhythm to music, where the main focus lies on solving
the underlying synchronization problem. A simple motion
primitive was selected as reference trajectory for the vehicle
with the goal of being able to visualize the existing phase
error and successful phase locking. The quadrocopter performs a planar side-to-side motion where beats occur at the
outermost positions, see Fig. 1. The amplitude and frequency
of this lateral motion are modulated by the music’s melody
and beat intervals, respectively.
For the derivations, a constant amplitude and constant beat
interval are considered; that is, music beats occur with a
constant frequency. This is a reasonable assumption for many
types of music. The efficacy of the derived algorithm for
more complicated scenarios is shown in Section V-C.
Analyzing a a piece of music yields a desired beat interval
T and amplitude Ad . These values define the reference
trajectory that is fed to the quadrocopter. As depicted in Fig.
1, the corresponding desired vehicle trajectory is a sinusoidal

The side-to-side motion (1) is defined in the xz−plane.
In-plane and out-of-plane dynamics are thus decoupled and
additional degrees of freedom are separately stabilized. A
simplified two-dimensional model of the quadrocopter is
depicted in Fig. 4. The equations governing the dynamics
of the system are given by
z̈(t) = f (t) cos θ(t) − g
ẍ(t) = f (t) sin θ(t)

(2)
(3)

θ̇(t) = u(t),

(4)

where g is the gravitational constant and θ(t) is the pitch
angle. The inputs to the system are the normalized thrust
f (t) in m/s2 and the pitch rate u(t) in rad/s.
III. CONTROLLER DESIGN
The oscillating quadrocopter motion is achieved by a cascaded controller design: the z-direction is stabilized first and,
assuming a constant height, the trajectory-tracking controller
for the x-direction is designed.
A. Height Stabilization
In order to stabilize the quadrocopter at a desired altitude
zd , the thrust input f (t) in (2) is chosen such that a linear
second-order system is obtained. With

1 
f (t) =
g − 2δz ωz ż(t) − ωz2 (z(t) − zd ) , (5)
cos θ(t)
the closed-loop dynamics are given by
z̈(t) + 2δz ωz ż(t) + ωz2 z(t) = ωz2 zd .

Position

After having determined the phase error, it is compensated
for by closing the loop on the phase error, similar to [9] and
[12]. The efficacy of the proposed synchronization algorithm
is experimentally studied. The derived algorithm proves to
be able to accurately coordinate the movements of the flying
vehicle with the desired music reference. The accompanying
video shows the ’dancing’ quadrocopter.
In the following sections, the overall control system is
presented. Section II explains how the reference signal is
generated from the music signal and introduces the quadrocopter dynamics. Section III describes how the required oscillating system is realized by using controllers for the sideto-side motion, while Section IV presents the phase detection
and correction step which cause the desired synchronized
behavior. Experimental results complete this work.

(6)
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Fig. 3. The desired rhythmic side-to-side motion of the quadrocopter.
Vertical lines represent beat times.
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IV. SYNCHRONIZATION

Z

When applying the input u(t) as defined in (13), a
phase shift is noticed between the reference trajectory of
the sideways motion and the actual quadrocopter trajectory,
illustrated in Fig. 3. (Corresponding experimental results are
shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7.) This phenomenon results mainly
from unmodeled dynamics (for example communication delays and the propeller dynamics), which were neglected in
the controller design presented in Section III. (We refer to
Section V-A for more details of the vehicle dynamics.)

f
X

θ

u
Fig. 4.

Schematic of the 2D quadrocopter model.

In most cases, a damping ratio δz between 0.7 (underdamped
case) and 1 (critically damped case) is a reasonable choice,
see [21]. The only remaining design parameter is the natural
frequency ωz .

B. Trajectory Tracking

A. Phase Comparator
The phase shift ϕ(t) between the quadrocopter trajectory
and the desired motion (1) is determined by multiplying the
quadrocopter output separately with two different sinusoidal
reference signals and integrating the product. Define the
reference signals,
rcos (t) = cos (ωd t)
rsin (t) = sin (ωd t) ,

Building upon the above control scheme and assuming a
constant height zd , the x-dynamics (3) reduce to
ẍ(t) = g tan θ(t).

(7)

In addition, the pitch angle θ(t) is assumed to be small.
This is a good approximation for reference trajectories with
a small frequency ωd as compared to the desired amplitude
Ad . To first order, tan θ(t) = θ(t), resulting in a linear
approximation for the sideways dynamics,
...
x(t) = g θ̇(t) = g u(t),
(8)
relating the position x(t) directly to the angle rate input u(t).
With the aim of following the desired sinusoidal side-toside motion (1), the input u(t) = gu(t) is composed of a
feedforward component,
...
u1 (t) = x d (t) = Ad ωd3 sin(ωd t),
(9)
and an additional feedback term to correct for errors,


u2 (t) = α ẍd (t) − ẍ(t) + β ẋd (t) − ẋ(t)
(10)

+ γ xd (t) − x(t) ,

where rcos (t) is the same frequency and phase as the desired
motion (1). Under the assumption that the vehicle dynamics
are linear, the response of the controlled quadrocopter system
(derived in Section III) to the periodic reference signal xd (t),
see (1), is a sinusoidal signal with the same frequency but
possibly shifted phase and different amplitude,
x(t) = A cos (ωd t + ϕ(t)) .

α = ωx (1 + 2δx ),

β=

+ 2δx ),

γ=

ωx3

ϕ(τ ) = ϕt = constant, t − Td ≤ τ ≤ t,

(s + ωx )(s2 + 2δx ωx s + ωx2 ) = 0.

(12)

The damping ratio δx is again chosen to be a value between
0.7 and 1, and wx remains the only parameter to be chosen in
order to achieve satisfactory tracking performance. Finally,
the input


1
u1 (t) + u2 (t)
(13)
u(t) =
g
is applied to the quadrocopter.

(17)

results in
Z t
1
A
η1 (t) =
qcos (t) dt = cos ϕt
Td t−Td
2
Z t
A
1
qsin (t) dt = − sin ϕt .
η2 (t) =
Td t−Td
2

(11)

and act on the acceleration, velocity, and position errors,
respectively. With the choice (11), the characteristic polynomial of the closed-loop system is

(16)

Multiplying the signals (14) and (15) with the vehicle output
(16) and using trigonometric identities lead to

A
cos ϕ(t) + cos 2ωd t + ϕ(t)
qcos (t) = x(t)rcos (t) =
2

A
− sin ϕ(t) + sin 2ωd t + ϕ(t) .
qsin (t) = x(t)rsin (t) =
2
Integrating these signals over one period Td = 2π/ωd and
assuming a constant phase shift during that time interval

where the control parameters α, β, and γ are defined through
ωx2 (1

(14)
(15)

(18)
(19)

The value ϕt can be interpreted as the mean value of the
phase shift ϕ(t) during the last period, and when exciting
a linear system with a periodic input, the phase shift is in
fact constant (after a transient phase). Therefore, (17) is a
valid assumption in steady state. Finally, the phase shift ϕt
is obtained by


η2 (t)
.
(20)
ϕt = − arctan
η1 (t)
Note that in steady state, integration over several periods
improves the robustness of the estimate of ϕt .
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B. Phase Correction
Phase (deg)

The phase error ϕt is corrected by a feedback technique
borrowed from PLL design [19]. The reference signal xd (t)
in (1) is shifted by a correction term e(t),

xsd (t) = Ad cos ωd t + e(t) ,
(21)

10

Model
A =0.4

0

A =0.6

−10

Ad=0.8

d
d

Ad=1

which is defined as

t

ϕt dt.

6

(22)
Magnitude (dB)

e(t) = −k

Z

0

Similarly, the derivatives of xd (t) are shifted in phase by
e(t). Replacing the reference signal xd (t) and its derivatives
in the controller equations (9) and (10) by the shifted values,
...
xsd (t), ẋsd (t), ẍsd (t), and x sd (t),
(23)
produces a new input u(t), cf. (13), which compensates
for the phase error. With the feedback integrator term e(t),
precise and robust phase locking is achieved. Convergence
behavior is controlled by tuning the gain factor k.
V. RESULTS
The developed synchronization scheme is demonstrated on
small quadrocopters of about 30 cm diameter operated in the
ETH Flying Machine Arena, a 10 × 10 × 10 m indoor flighttest facility.

4
2
0
−2
0.7 0.80.9 1

2
3
Frequency (rad/s)

4

5

6

Fig. 5.
Experimentally determined Bode diagram for the closed-loop
oscillating quadrocopter system without phase correction. The dashed line
shows the theoretically derived transfer function taking communication
delays and propeller dynamics into account.

B. System Characteristics

studied. In this case the desired amplitude Ad and frequency
ωd , cf. (1), can be interpreted as the inputs to the oscillating
quadrocopter, Fig. 2, whereas the actual quadrocopter trajectory is the output. Since (2)-(4) represent a simplified model
of the actual vehicle dynamics that neglects aerodynamic
effects, delays in the system, the onboard controller, etc.,
the control laws (5) and (13) do not achieve synchronized
trajectory tracking.
The transfer function of the closed-loop oscillating quadrocopter system (without the phase error compensation) was
studied by varying the input frequency ωd and amplitude
Ad . The closed-loop response exhibits linear behavior with
the frequency of the quadrocopter response equal to the
input frequency. However, the motion is shifted in time, and
depending on the frequency ωd the amplitude is attenuated
or amplified. Fig. 5 depicts the experimentally determined
Bode plot for the frequency range of interest. Note that the
Bode plot is independent of the amplitude Ad , as expected
for a linear system.
The observed behavior can be explained by the nonidealities in the system. In particular, the delayed information
exchange affects the overall system behavior. In addition, the
dynamics of both the onboard controllers and the propeller
motors are neglected in the system description (2)-(4). A
quadrocopter model including realistic latency values (45 ms
on sending commands and of 25 ms on receiving position
data, see Section V-A) and motor dynamics modeled as firstorder system,

1 
u(t) − θ̇(t) , Tθ = 25 ms,
(24)
θ̈(t) =
Tθ

To begin with, the control laws (5) and (13) without
synchronization are applied to the real system, and the
behavior of the resulting oscillating quadrocopter motion is

produces the dashed-line behavior in Fig. 5. For deriving
the transfer function, the simple relation (8) between the xposition and the pitch rate input was used. This approximate

A. Experimental Setup
The setup is similar to [22]: An 8-camera Vicon motion
capture system provides pose data for any vehicle in the
space at 200Hz with a latency of about 25 ms. The localization data is sent to a PC, which runs the control algorithm,
and which in turn sends commands to the quadrocopters,
delivered with a latency between 30 to 60 ms. The flying
vehicles are modified commercially available quadrocoptor
described in [23]. Each vehicle accepts a collective thrust
command and three angular rate commands at 50 Hz. An
onboard 1 kHz feedback controller uses rate gyros to track
the given commands. More details about this test environment may be found in [24] and [25].
For the experiments described below, two degrees of freedom (collective thrust and desired pitch rate) were controlled
by the algorithm, while the other two degrees of freedom
were handled by a linear controller described in [24]. The
measurements x(t) and θ(t) are provided directly by the
Vicon system while velocity is obtained by approximately
differentiating position data. The acceleration in the xdirection used in the tracking controller (10) is obtained from
(2) and (3) by assuming the acceleration in the z-direction
is negligible, and by using the measured pitch angle θ(t). In
the referenced video, the music was pre-processed and the
beat times were stored on the same PC that runs the control
algorithm and sends the commands to the vehicle.
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Position (m)
Position (m)
Position (m)

NO CORRECTION
WITH CORRECTION
FEEDFORWARD

The proposed synchronization algorithm is applied to
the quadrocopter and the resulting performance of the vehicle is analyzed. A reference signal with a frequency
ωd = 1.2π rad/s and an amplitude Ad = 0.4 m was chosen,
cf. (1). Fig. 6 shows the quadrocopter response for three
cases: (i) no phase correction, i.e. k = 0 in (22), (ii) phase
error compensation with k = 0.28, and (iii) feedforward
phase and amplitude correction based on the pre-determined
values depicted in Fig. 3. After a short transient phase, the
phase comparator (introduced in Section IV-A) outputs a
constant phase error in the case of no phase correction,
see Fig. 7. Perfect phase-locking is achieved when adding
phase compensation through either a feedback or feedforward component. Note that the proposed phase comparator
needs at least one full period to converge to the correct
phase error. While the phase error between the reference
trajectory and the actual quadrocopter response is hardly
noticeable in Fig. 6, small phase errors are very visible and
audible in actual experiments. In particular, humans expect
zero vehicle velocity at beat times. Correspondingly, Fig. 7
plots the velocity of the quadrocopter at beat times, i.e. when
the reference trajectory reaches its maximum or minimum
value. The sign of every second velocity value is altered
such that a constant positive phase delay is represented by
positive velocity values, cf. Fig 7.
While assuming a constant reference frequency and amplitude in the theoretic derivations, frequency and amplitude
changes are followed closely when compensating for phase
and amplitude errors with a feedforward term, see Fig. 8
and Fig. 9. In fact, this better reflects the properties of real
music, where beat intervals Ti , cf. Fig. 3, might vary over
time. For changing frequencies, the reference is still given
by a signal as depicted in Fig. 3, but corresponding to the
next beat interval Ti a different frequency ωd is used for
each half period of the sinusoidal signal (1).
A ’dancing’ choreography was performed on the song
Beat goes on from Dj Ross Vs Dy. A video of
the corresponding quadrocopter motion is available at
http://tinyurl.com/dancingquadro and also accompanying this paper. Throughout all experiments δz = δx = 1,
ωz = 1.25, and ωx = 2.5, although the results are not
sensitive to changes in these parameters.
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Fig. 6. Quadrocopter response to the dashed-lined input signal for the
case of no phase correction (top), phase error compensation (center), and
feedforward phase and amplitude correction (bottom). The solid blue line
represents the vehicle trajectory.
Phase Error (rad)

C. Synchronization Behavior

0.5

Peak Velocity (m/s)

model accounts for the general trend in the experimental
data.
Besides providing a better understanding of the closedloop oscillating system, the experimental data can be incorporated as feedforward phase and amplitude compensation in
the proposed synchronization scheme. The results are shown
in the subsequent section, supporting the idea of an online
identification of the values shown in Fig. 5 and constructing
a look-up table. The look-up table might be continuously
adapted to changing conditions in the environment (for
example caused by worn out propellers). This allows a later
implementation of highly agile maneuvers and fast changes
between different motion primitives, cf. Fig. 8 and Fig. 9.
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Fig. 7. Top: Phase error of the vehicle trajectories shown in Fig. 6 (detected
by the phase comparator). Bottom: Vehicle velocity at the peak values of
the corresponding reference signal (using altered signs, see text for details).

VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents a control and synchronization scheme
that enables flying vehicles to perform rhythmic movements.
The proposed algorithm synchronizes the side-to-side motion
of a quadrocopter with the beat from an arbitrary piece of
music. A feedback scheme is used to adjust the phase of the
oscillating quadrocopter to the music reference signal that
was deduced from the music song in a pre-processing step.
Based on prior experimental data, a feedforward component
can be added that achieves fast adaptation to changes in the
reference frequency or amplitude. The derived control and
synchronization techniques generalize to any other periodic
vehicle motion.
The presented results are a first step towards developing
the algorithms capable of controlling multiple quadrocopters
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Fig. 8.
Top: Quadrocopter response (solid blue line) to an input sequence with changing amplitudes (dashed line) using feedforward phase
and amplitude correction. Bottom: Vehicle velocity at peak values of the
corresponding reference signal (using altered signs).
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Fig. 9.
Top: Quadrocopter response (solid blue line) to an input sequence with changing frequencies (dashed line) using feedforward phase
and amplitude correction. Bottom: Vehicle velocity at peak values of the
corresponding reference signal (using altered signs).

as they perform sophisticated aerobatic maneuvers timed
to music. An aerobatic dance performance of a group of
quadrocopters is envisioned in the Flying Machine Arena,
where the music’s features, like beat, volume, and melody,
are reflected in the movement of the quadrocopters.
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